Abstract

Genetic make-up of an individual is responsible for expression of external characters. Genes express through creation of intermediate products such as amino acids and proteins in turn. Proteins structurally and functionally are responsible for causing phenotype change. Some properties like mutations in gene may cause abnormalities. This makes it necessary to relate particular gene with the diseases it caused. Essence of gene and gene product information has proven its role in many aspects of life and disease-gene association is closely concerned with it. It has got the paramount importance in many fields like genetic engineering, forensics and clinical diagnosis. The availability of essential experimental data from various genetic and
protein related databases aided by state of the art computing technology has brought unforeseen revolution in the field of bioinformatics. Efforts on human genome project and GWAS (Genome Wide Association Studies) have brought radical development in sequencing and assembly. Post genomic era demands processing and usage of this valuable data in real practice to address real life scenarios. Various data mining and statistical approaches exist to address disease-gene association problem. We describe the analysis of such tools and techniques based on parameters like working principles, algorithms or methods used, speciality and limitations etc.
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